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Abstract The paper discusses a new view on globalization techniques for Newton's 
method. In particular, strategies based on "natural level functions" are 
considered and their properties are investigated. A "restrictive mDno
tonicity test" is introduced and theoretically motivated. Numerical re
sults for a highly nonlinear optimal control problem from aerospace 
engineering and a parameter estimation for a chemical process are pre
sented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well-known that stepsize strategies based on suitable merit func

tions can globalize the convergence of the damped Newton method. Ex
perience shows, however, that the standard choices for merit functions 
may enforce very small stepsizes when the problems are only mildly 
ill-conditioned, even in the domain of full-step local convergence, thus 
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making the method very inefficient. So called "natural level functions" , 
originally introduced by Deufihard, can avoid this effect, but up to now 
lack a rigorous convergence theory. The present paper presents a new 
view on successful globalization strategies based on these merit func
tions. In particular, it is shown that a stepsize criterion given by the 
authors (the so called "restrictive monotonicity test") provides a theo
retical justification. Extensions to the related problems of constrained 
least squares and constrained h parameter estimation problems are sug
gested. Numerical results for reallife applications from aerospace control 
problems and parameter estimation for chemical processes are given. 

2. NEWTON'S METHOD FOR NONLINEAR 
EQUATIONS 

We consider a finite dimensional but possibly large system of highly 
nonlinear equations 

F(x) = O. 

Starting from an initial guess xo, Newton's method improves a given 
estimate x k iteratively by applying the formula 

Xk+1 = x k + b..xk. (1) 

The increment b..xk solves the linear system of equations 

F(xk) + J(xk)b..x k = 0, (2) 

where J:= . 

The local convergence properties of this "full-step" version of New
ton's method have been investigated thoroughly and may be formulated 
as folIows. 

Theorem 1 (Ioeal eonvergence properties) Let F : D c Rn -+ Rn 
be twice continuously differentiable, J(x) be nonsingular for all X E D, 
and D be a domain. Assume further that 

IIJ(y)-l(J(X + tb..x) - J(x))b..xll wt IIb..xI1 2 , (3) 

w 00, 

for all t E]O, 1], X, Y = X + b..x E D with b..x = -J(x)-l F(x) "# 0, i.e. 
a global bound w for the "curvature" exists, and that the initial guess xo 
is sufficiently near to a solution: 

(4) 
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Then the jollowing holds: 

• ij DO := B (xO, 8°)) CD, then the sequence ojitemtes 
defined by (1) remains in DO, 

• there exists x* E DO with F(x*) = 0 and xk --+ x* (k --+ (0), 

• an apriori errar estimate holds 

• and convergence is quadratic with 

The proof follows the lines of Banaeh's Fixed Point Theorem. Contrae
tivity of the sequenee of iterates is given by 

= IIJ(xk+1 )-1 (F(xk+1) _ F(xk) _ J(xk)(xk+1 _ x k)) 11 
1 

IIJ(xk+1)-1 J (J(xk + - J(xk)) 

° 1 

< J wt dt = 

° 
Sinee from here 

we ean eonclude by induetion that the sequence {xk } remains in DO and 
is a Cauchy sequence, so x* exists. Finally, F(x*) = 0 follows from con
tinuity and boundedness of J (x) -Ion DO. 0 

The loeal convergence theorem allows some interpretations. 

1 The constant w in (3) is abound on the nonlinearity of the problem, 
and its inverse w-1 eharacterizes the size of the region in which 
thelinearization (2) is an aceeptable approximation of F. Hence, 
condition (4) can also be read as 

(5) 
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for some constant 'f} < 2, i.e. the increment step should not exceed 
this region. 

2 In the literature, condition (3) is typically replaced by the two 
conditions IIJ(x)-lll ß < 00, IIJ(y)-J(x)11 ,lly-xll, ,< 00. 

However, ß, grossly over-estimates the weaker bound w. 

3 In highly nonlinear problems, though, even for the weaker bound w 

one cannot expect the initial guess to be elose enough to a solution 
for condition (4) or (5) to hold. One may rather expect 

1 116Xoli » -, 
w 

in which case convergence of the "full-step" Newton method from 
xo cannot be hoped for. 

3. GLOBALIZATION BY 
UNDERRELAXATION 

One way to globalize the convergence of Newton's method is by damp
ing or underrelaxation. The iterates are then defined by 

Xk+l = x k + tk6xk, tk EJO, 1], 

where tk is a relaxation factor, also called the stepsize. The stepsize 
tk is chosen such that the next iterate xk+l is "better" than x k. It 
is determined by a line search with respect to an appropriate "merit 
function" or "level function" T(x). 

Any piecewise continuously differentiable level function which satisfies 
the compatibility condition 

6xk I: 0 =? dd T(x k + c6.xk) I < 0 
c 0=0+ 

is appropriate to ensure global convergence when the Jacobians are 
bounded away from singularity. (Note, that at a minimum x* of a com
patible level function 6.x* = 0, hence F(x*) = 0.) The elassical choice 
of a merit function for the underrelaxed Newton method is 

T(x) := 

in any suitably scaled Euclidean norm of F(x). For an exact or approx
imate li ne search for this level function one easily shows the property: 

Lemma 1 (global convergence of damped Newton) Assume that the le
vel set 

N a := {x IIF(x)112 ü} 
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is compact and is contained in D, that F is twice continuously differen
tiable and that J(x) is nonsingular on Na. Then for alt xO E Na there 
exist a stepsize sequence {tk } and x* E Na such that xk -+ x* (k -+ (0) 
with F(x*) = O. 

However, it is weIl known that already in mildly ill-conditioned prob
lems such a stepsize strategy may be very inefficient since it may produce 
small stepsizes even in the domain where the full-step Newton's method 
converges according to Theorem 1. The reason is the following. In ill
conditioned cases, the Newton increment 

may be nearly orthogonal to the steepest descent direction 

so that enforcing descent of the level function leads to very small step
sizes. This is due to the fact that with high probability the eosine of the 
angle between two directions 

will actually be near its lower bound (cond J(xk))-l. 

Example (Rosenbrock-type) 
Let us consider the system of two nonlinear equations 

with the initial estimate xO = (50, 1)T and the solution x* = (0, -12.5)T. 
In this example, the condition number of the Jacobian J(x) is near 50 for 
all x E R 2 , which is very moderate compared to the practical nonlinear 
equations appearing typically in BVP. One can easily check that the 
conditions of Theorem 1 hold. For D = R2 the curvature is bounded 
by w :::; 0.01. Convergence for the full step method is guaranteed in 
[-100,100] x [-100,100], where 6(x) := IIJ(x)-1 F(x)lIw/2 < 1. For 
the initial point xO we have .6.xo = -(50,1)T, and the estimate 8° :::; 
50.01/200 holds. The first iteration provides xl = (0, O)T and the apriori 
estimate Ilx l - x*11 :::; 17 holds. The application of damped Newton with 

as level function, however, gives the stepsize tO 0.077 as the 
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optimal relaxation factor. Indeed, the direction of the steepest descent 
of the level function T at xo, namely -'VT(xO)T = -2F(xO)T J(xO) = 
-100(1,50), is almost orthogonal to the search direction the cosine 
of the angle between them being: 

- 'VT(xO)T . 
II\7T(xO)11 ::::; 0.040 (WhiCh corresponds to 87.71 degrees). 

Thus, although the local contraction conditions are fullfilled quite weIl, 
the slight nonlinearity together with the mild ill-conditioning of the prob
lem leads to very small stepsizes. 

3.1. NATURAL LEVEL FUNCTIONS 
To avoid this effect, two different ways can be followed. 

Modification of the search direction. The classical way is the 
Levenberg-Marquardt or trust region variant. Here, the search direction 
is replaced by 

i.e. it is turned towards - 'VT(xk) for large f. 

Modification of the level function. 
of the type 

Recall that any level function 

TA(X) = A nonsingular, 

is compatible with Newton's method. The special choice A := J(xk)-l 
yields a level function, called the "natural level function" by Deuflhard 
[8), [9), with some distinctive properties. 

Lemma 2 (Deuflhard [8), [9]) 

1 At the iterate x k, the Newton direction is the steepest descent 
direction of TA(X) with the choice A := J(xk)-l. 

2 The level function is "affine invariant", i. e. invariant with re
spect to any affine transformation F(x) ----7 BF(x), where B is a 
nonsingular matrix. 

Proof. Por A = J(Xk)-l the two vectors 
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are obviously collinear, and for all B 

o 

3 1f the sequence {xk } converges to a solution x*, then we have 

From the properties of Lemma 2 one may expect, that the "natural 
level function" approach should not suffer from the drawbacks demon
strated by the example. It may in fact be viewed as a (local) rescaling 
of F to AF, such that the condition number of AJ(x) is optimal -
namely 1. Figure 1 shows the steepest des cent directions and contour 
lines for both the classical and natural level functions in the case of the 
Rosenbrock-type example. 
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Figure 1 Rosenbrock-type example: natural level function vs cJassical merit function 

Step size procedures based on natural level functions were first intro
duced by Deuflhard [8], based on a Goldstein type strategy. In Deuflhard 
[9], refined predictor-corrector strategies for approximate line searches 
were introduced, and combinations with rank-reduction strategies emd 
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quasi-Newton modifications of the Jacobian were studied. The numer
ical results given by Deufthard [8], [9], and also by other authors who 
adopted and modified the natural level function approach, showed very 
good practical results in difficult applications (e.g., Ascher et al [1], Bock 
[3], [4], [5], and Nowak and Weimann [10]). 

A major deficiency of the approach, however, is the fact that the 
change of level functions in each step prevents the classical descent argu
ments of global convergence proofs to hold. Hence no global convergence 
proof has been given up to now. On the contrary, similar to the Cham
berlain [6] result on cycling for SQP methods using the h -penalty level 
function, examples were constructed by Ascher and Osborne [2] and by 
Plitt [12] that even showed the existence of two-cycles. 

4. THE RESTRICTIVE MONOTONICITY 
TEST (RMT) 

In the following, we will derive a more restrictive stepsize strategy 
than exact or approximate line searches on the natural level function, 
which is a slight modification of techniques already successfully used in 
practice [5]. 

We will first show that these techniques may be interpreted as step
size strategies, analogous .to those used in numerical methods for the 
discretization of ODE with invariants, thus offering aglobai convergence 
argument which is not based on descent properties. In a second step, 
we will discuss moclifications and extensions of damped Newton method 
that ensure global convergence as weH as efficiency. 

For the natural level function in step k, we establish the following 
quadratic bound that will provide adescent property. 

Lemma 3 (Quadratic Upper Bound, where ßxk is the Newton direc
tion) 

IIJ(xk)-l F(xk + t.6.xk)11 ::; (1 - t + t; wl(t)ll.6.xkll ) IIJ(xk)-l F(xk)ll, 

(6) 

) _ IIJ(Xk)-l (J(xk + s.6.xk) - J(xk)) 11 
where Wl(t - sup 11.6. kll . 

0<8::;t s x 
Proof. IIJ(xk)-l F(xk + tßxk)ll- (1 - t)IIJ(xk)-l F(xk)11 

< IIJ(xk)-l (F(xk + tßxk) - F(xk) + tF(xk) 

-tJ(xk).6.xk + tJ(xk)ßxk) 11 

IIJ(xk)-l (F(xk + tßxk) - F(xk) - tJ(xk).6.xk) 11 
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t 

jjJ(xk)-l J (J(xk + s.6.xk) - J(xk)) f::..xk dsjj 

o t 

< Wl(t) jjf::..xkjj2 J sds = t2Wl(t) 

o 

From the previous relations it follows that 

t 2 
jjJ(xk)-l F(xk + tf::..xk)jj (1 - t)jj.6.xkjj + "2W1 (t) jjf::..xkjj2 

= (1 -t + t; Wl (t) jjf::..xkjj ) jjJ(xk)-l F(xk)jj. 0 
Since Wl (t), t 0, is monotonically nondecreasing, one may choose 

the damping factor tk = tk (TJ) in terms of this quadratic upper bound 
such that 

for some prescribed TJ < 2. This means that we choose t k 1 maximal 
such that the "Restricted Monotonicity Test" (RMT) 

(7) 

is fulfilled. RMT (7) together with Lemma 3 ensures that the weaker 
traditional Armijo-type descent condition 

holds. Note, that tk(TJ) for TJ = 1 would minimize the right hand side 
of QUB (6) with respect to t if Wl(t) were constant, or replaced by an 
upper bound. 

Remark The RMT ensures that the actuallength tf::..x does not exceed 
the l/w region in which J(xk) is a valid approximation of J(x) according 
to the definition of w! 

Similar to Lemma 3, one can show more generally, that 

Lemma 4 
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A( ) _ IIA (J(xk + s,6,xk) - J(xk)) 11 

where w2 t - sIIAF(xk)11 

Lemma 5 Assume we choose T] < 1 and tk such that 

tk Wl (l) 11 ,6,xk 11 :S 77 < 1. 

Then 

for alt A E {J(xk + s,6,xk)-l I s :S tk}. 

(9) 

Proof. Let Jo = J(xk) and A = J(xk +s,6,xk)-l for so me s, 0 < s:S tk. 
By definition 

Moreover, the choice of A, the definition of Wl (tk ) and condition (9) 
imply 

which gives the classical estimates 

IIJo1 A -111 

It follows that 

WA(t k ) < W (t k ) 1 + T] 
2 - 1 1 ' -T] 

1 
1- T]' 

< 1 +T]. 

so another application of (9) provides the required result. 

Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 imply that, if T] is chosen to satisfy 

T]: < 2, i.e. T] < ( V17 - 3) , 

o 
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then all level functions for intermediate choices of Jacobians also de
scend. In particular, two-cycles are impossible. For example, Tl = 1/2 
yields the property 

Lemma 6 (No Two-Cycles when Tl = 1/2) For alt k 

IIJ(xk)-l F(xk+1 )11 < (1 - 3:k )IIJ(xk)-l F(xk)11 (10) 

IIJ(xk+l) -1 F(xk+l) 11 < (1 _ tk ) IIJ(xk+l )-1 F(xk) 11 (11) 
4 

hence 

so that xk i= xk+2. 

Proof. Due to the choice Tl = 1/2, inequality (10) follows immediately 
from (8), and inequality (11) from Lemmas 4 and 5 in the case 1'1 = 
J(xk+1 )-1. 0 

Note, however, that this result still does not prove global convergence. 

5. PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF THE 
RMT 

The costly evaluation of W1 (t) can be avoided. In the quadratic upper 
bound of Lemma 3, one can replace Wl (t) by the weaker estimate for the 
curvature 

W3(t) 
._ 21IJ(Xk)-1 (F(xk + tb,.xk) - (1 - t)F(xk)) 11 

t211b,.xk 11 2 

21IJ(xk)-1 (J(xk + sb,.xk) - J(xk)) b,.xk dsll 

t211b,.xk 11 2 

The estimate W3 (t) is easy to evaluate. Indeed, it involves only the 
calculation of 

which is necessary anyway, and of 

b,.;;k = _J(:rk)-l F(xk + tb,.xk) , 

just as in a li ne search procedure für the natural level function. However, 
instead of a one dimensional minimization, and analogously to the more 
restrictive test (7), we require the conditions 

(12) 
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with 7]* < 7] < 7]*. In the numerieal tests of Seetion 9, 7] = 1, 7]* = 0.87] 

and 7]* = 1.27] were used. 
As W3(t) is eontinuous, a simple rootfinding proeedure for 

-7] = ° is applied to satisfy (12). A good starting value for t k is provided 
by the eurvature estimate W3 (t k - 1 ) of the previous iteration, namely 

Thus, aeeording to Our experienee, at most two F-evaluations per iter
ation are required. 

This restrictive monotonieity test works very well in praetieal appli
eations. Although the rigorous proof of Lemma 6 does not hold for 
the weaker eurvature measure used here, eycling does not oeeur for the 
Aseher-Osborne example, and has not been observed in practical ap
plieations. It is hoped that a similar proof of non-eycling, possibly for 
sharper 7], ean be found. 

Nevertheless, we keep in mind that even Lemma 6 does not provide a 
global eonvergenee prooffor either version (7) or (12) of the RMT based 
on descent arguments. 

6. A DIFFERENT INTERPRETATION OF 
THERMT 

Let us eonsider, instead of a single mapping F, a family H : D x [0, 1] E 

R n+ 1 --+ Rn depending on a parameter A such that 

H(xO,O) = 0, H(x, 1) = F(x), 

where xO is some initial solution (A = 0). For example, we ean set 

H(x, A) = F(x) - (1 - A)F(xo). (13) 

Let us eonsider the equation 

H(X(A), A) == 0, A E [0,1]. (14) 

Under eertain assumptions (see [11]), e.g. those ofLemma 1, (14) defines 
a unique eontinuously differentiable funetion X(A) (homotopy path), and 
x(,\), ,\ E [0,1], satisfies the implieit, so-ealled Davidenko differential 
equations [7] 

[OH(X(A), A)] . = _ OH(X(A), A) 
ox x OA' VA E [0,1], x(O) = xO. 
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For the choice (13), the last expression takes the form 

1 
x = -J(x)-l F(xo) = -1 _,\ J(X)-l F(x), '11'\ E [0,1], x(O) = xo. (15) 

Let us introduce the change of variable ,\ = 1 - e-T • Then T varies from 
o to +00 as ,\ varies from 0 to 1, and (13) has the form 

H(x, T) = F(x) - e-T F(xo), TE [0, +(0). (16) 

The differential equation corresponding to (16) is given by 

dx = -J(x)-l F(x), VT E [0, +(0), x(O) = xo. (17) 
dT 

We can consider the problem of constructing the trajectory x(,\) of (15) 
(or X(T) of (17)) as numerical integration of the ODE (15) (or (17)). If 
we integrate (17) by Euler's method with stepsizes tk we obtain 

xk+1 = xk _ tk J(xk)-l F(xk), k = 0,1, ... , 

which is the damped Newton method. Thus, we can view the damped 
Newton method as an Euler approximation of the continuous Newton 
equation (17). 

Next we will show that the RMT is nothing but a stepsize control for 
Euler's method applied to the Davidenko differential equations. First 
we estimate the local integration error. For simplicity we only consider 
the first iteration step. 

Lemma 7 The loeal integration error 01 Euler's method applied to (15) 
is given by 

Proof. The local error is defined as 

where x(t) satisfies the invariant 

F(x(t)) = (1 - t)F(xo). (18) 

From a Taylor series expansion of (18) we have 

X(O) -J(xO)-l F(xo) = ßXo, 

x(O) -J(XO)-l (:x J(xo)x ) x 

2 
- t2 J(xO)-l (F(xo + tLlxo) - (1 - t)F(xo)) + O(t), 
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and x(t) = xo + which imply the required result.D 

From the new point of view, the RMT 

* 
< Ilt.6.xoll 

(19) 

is simply a stepsize control for Euler's method. By Lemma 7 the term 
controlled in formula (19) is an asymptotically correct estimate of the 
local integration error. It is kept small compared to the increment norm, 
which is controlled by the choice of 'T/, in order to ensure that the Newton 
path is followed with a desired accuracy. 

We can go one step further, if we take into account that (15) is an 
implicit ordinary differential equation with known invariant given by 
equation (18). Similar to techniques used in discretization methods for 
ODE or DAE with invariants, e.g. [13], we can therefore exploit the 
invariant for a stabilization step, which is a "back projection" of 

xl,o := xO + t.6.xo 

to the invariant manifold, which is a curve in our case. This step can 
be performed by adding the correction term already computed for the 
RMT 

Xl,l .- xl,o + Lixo = xO + t.6.xo + Lixo, 
Lixo .- -J(xO)-1 (F(xo + t.6.xo) - (1 - t)F(xo)) . 

Unlike Euler's method, which is of first order, the combined two step 
method is of second order. Note, that as so on as t = 1 is reached, 
the additional back projection step extends the quadratically convergent 
Newton's method to a well-known cubically convergent modification. 

In terms ofNewton's method, the combined scheme can be interpreted 
as the first two steps of a simplified full step Newton method to solve 
F(x) - (1 - t)F(xO) = 0, starting from xo. The RMT then plays the 
role of a monitoring test to choose t sufficiently small, in order that 
contractivity (by 'T/* /2) of this scheme is guaranteed. This projection 
could of course be repeated until the Newton path is met with a desired 
accuracy. A natural and necessary extension of the RMT is then to 
check sufficient contractivity of the iterations e.g. 

IIJ(xO)-1 (F(xl,i+l) - (1 - t)F(xO)) 11 

IIJ(xO)-1 (F(xl,i) - (1 - t)F(xO)) 11 

'T/** <- 2 ' 
'T/* :S 'T/** < 2. 
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If insufficient contractivity occurs, then starting over with reduced T} 

(hence t) seems to be preferable to additional damping during "back 
projections" or to re-computing the Jacobian. 

Remark. It can be shown that the stepsize strategy given here eventu
ally leads to a full step method when the local convergence conditions 
of Theorem 1 are satisfied. 

7. VARIATIONS OF THE DAMPED 
NEWTON METHOD 

The interpretation as an error controlled integration method for an 
ODE with invariants allows various modifications and variations of the 
basic method. 

Basic strategy 

The basic strategy, which was used for the numerical computations 
presented below, is as follows: 

1 compute the Newton direction Öxk, 

2 compute x k+1 = x k + tk Öxk, where tk satisfies the RMT as error 
control, 

3 rest art the homotopy path (equivalently, continue integration) horn 
x k+1 . 

Basic strategy with back projections 

A more expensive strategy which needs one (or more) additional F-
evaluation(s) is: 

1 compute the Newton direction b,.xk , 

2 compute Xk+l,O = x k + tk Öxk, where tk satisfies the RMT, 

3 add one (or more) back projection step(s) 

Xk + 1,i+l 

iS.xk,i 

Xk+1,i + iS.xk,i, 

_J(xk)-l (F(xk+l,i) - (1 - tk)F(xk )) , 

4 restart the homotopy path from the last xk+ 1, i+ 1 . 

In this variant we first have to ensure local convergence to the New
ton path using the convergence behaviour of the back projections for a 
reduction strategy for T}, hence also for the stepsizes t. From this then 
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follows global convergence under certain assumptions like nonsingular
ity of Jacobians along the Newton path, since along this path all level 
functions with A nonsingular, descend by a factor of 1 - t. 
A termination criterion could be based on the latter property. In our 
numerical tests, however, repeated back projections were not found to 
be superior to the basic strategy. Apparently, the extra effort to iterate 
back to the continuous Newton path does not necessarily lead to a better 
iterate xk +1, even though it guarantees global convergence. 

Similar to techniques used in discretization methods for ODE with 
invariants, one can of course consider constructing higher order methods 
for integration of the Newton path. A few comments from the numerical 
ODE point of view may be made. 

1 Since a highly accurate solution of the Newton path is unlikely to 
be necessary except maybe in extreme cases of ill-conditioning, low 
order methods should be most efficient. 

2 The Davidenko equation is an implicit ODE and should be treated 
as such. In order to avoid frequent expensive unnecessary and 
possibly inaccurate evaluations of J(x)-l, the use of higher order 
Runge-Kutta methods is not recommended. 

3 Since back projection to the invariant curve effectively inhibits 
error propagation, consistency error considerations are sufficient 
for the construction of integration methods. Suitable candidates 
may be multistep methods based on solution values and occasional 
derivative evaluations. 

A modification worth investigating may be to vary the steps tk 

with the index i, e.g., as in the second order variant 

xk+l,O xk + tk,O t1xk 

LS.xk+1,O _J(Xk)-l (F(xk+1,O) _ (1 _ tk+l,O)F(xk)) , 

(tk ,1)2 
xk+l,l x k + tk,l !:l.xk + __ LS.xk+1,O. 

(t k,0)2 

8. EXTENSIONS TO L 2- AND 
LI-PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

Parameter estimation problems in dynamic processes can be expressed 
as nonlinearly constrained optimization problems in the general form 

mm 
x 

IlFo(x)llv, 1/ E {1, 2}, 

F 1 (x) = 0, F2(X) 0, 

(20) 
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where the cost functional is the 12- or lI-norm of the vector function 
Fo (x). The vector of variables x = (y, p) consists of "state" variables y E 
Rny, typically discretization variables for underlying initial or boundary 
value problems in ODEs or DAEs, and unknown parameters p to be 
estimated. 

Traditionally, the problem (20) is solved by the constrained Gauss
Newton method [3], according to which a new iterate is given by 

xk+l = xk + tk .0.xk, 

where the increment .0.xk solves the linearly constrained problem 

mm 
x 

IIFo(xk) + Jo(xk).0.xk ll ll , v E {1,2}, 

F l (xk) + J l (xk).0.xk = 0, 

F2(Xk) + h(xk).0.xk o. 

(21) 

In both cases the solution .0.xk of (21) can be represented in the form 
.0.xk = -J+(xk)F(xk), where J(xk)+ is a generalized inverse, Le. it 
satisfies the condition 

r JJ+ = J+, J = F = ( 

For example, for the unconstrained 12-case, J+(xk) is the Moore
Penrose inverse of J(xk). The h-solution interpolates some of the mea
surements, Le. some components of the linearized function 

Fo(x) + Jo(x).0.x 

are equal to zero ("active"). Under certain conditions, the generalized 
inverse of J is then the inverse of a projection of J(xk), which contains 
the active measurements, equality constraints and active inequality eon
straints. 

Using the generalized inverse, the Gauss-Newton method becomes 

(22) 

With these preparations, we can formally extend our quadratic upper 
bound and restrictive monotonicity test to IIJ+(xk)F(xk + t.0.xk) 1 I. The 
Gauss-Newton method (22) can be then interpreted as a stepsize control 
for the Euler method applied to the continuous Gauss-Newton method. 
Note, however, that the active inequality constraints incorporated in 
J+(xk) as well as the active measurements are changing along the so
lution of the continuous problem, so that the stepsize strategy must be 
combined with an additional monitoring of the changing active sets. 
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9. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
With the new stepsize strategies two challenging test problems were 

treated. The optimal control problem of the re-entry of an Apollo space
craft is known for its hard nonlinearities, due to the aerodynamic forces 
and has a very small region of feasible solutions [14]. In the estimation 
of the reaction constants in the nonlinear differential equation modelling 
the denitrogenization of pyridine, ill-conditioning and complicated sta
bility problems for poor initial guesses of the parameters occur. The 
results show the potential of the new approach. 

9.1. RE-ENTRY PROBLEM [14] 
In this problem a control has to be chosen to minimize the heating 

of aspace vehide during the flight through the earth's atmosphere on 
the way back from the outer space. Numerical difficulties are caused 
by extreme instability properties due to the aerodynamic forces when 
entering the atmosphere. Convergence using Newton's method can be 
expected only if the initial guess is fairly dose to the solution. 

Applying the maximum principle to this optimal control problem re
sults in a boundary value problem in the states v, " the adjoints Av , 

A'Y' and the free final time T: 

v ( _ S pv2 C ( ) _ 9 sin, ) T 
2m w U (1 + , 

( S pv v cos , 9 cos, ) 
2m CA(U) + R(1 + 0 - v(l + T, 

v sin, T 
R ' 

(
2 Spv 

30v vP + 

{ S p cos , 9 cos '} siwy ) 
-A'Y 2m CA(U) + R(l + + v2(1 + 02 - ACR T, 

( A gcos, A { vsin, _ gsin, } _ A vcos,) T 
v (1 + + 'Y R(1 + v(1 + 0 2 R ' 

( 
3 {ßRSPV2 2g sin, } 

-5ßRv vP - Av 2m Cw(u) + (1 + 

A {ßRSPV C () vcos, _ 2gcos, }) T 
+ 2m A U + R(l + v(l + ' 
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with boundary conditions 

v(O) = 0.36, ')'(0) = -8.l7r /180, = 4/ R, 

v(T) = 0.27, ')'(T) = 0, = 2.5/ R, 

-10v(T)3 vp + v(T).,veT) + "r(T)""((T) + = 0, 

where Po = 0.002704, R = 209., ß = 4.26, Cw(u) = 1.174 - 0.9 cos u, 
CA(U) = 0.6sinu, S/2m = 26.600, 9 = 3.2172 X 10-4 , and the contral u 
is given by 

0.6),,"( 0.9v).,v 
Slnu = --, cosu = ---'-

w w 

We parametrized this boundary value problem with a multiple shoot
ing technique, using 6 equidistantly distributed nodes. The initial guesses 
were generated according to a technique described in [14]. For the so
lution of the resulting system of nonlinear equations with 37 variables 
Newton's method using the basic stepsize strategy was used. The so
lution (relative accuracy 10-4 ) was achieved after 8 iterations, 4 with 
damped steps. Figure 2 shows the stepsizes in every iteration. 

It is difficult to compare these results with ones documented in the 
literat ure [14], [8], [9], because there Broyden approximations and finite 
difference approximations were llsed. One may say, however, that our 
results are very competetive with the fastest results so far published. 
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Figure 2 Stepsize history for the re-entry problem 
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9.2. PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN THE 
DENITROGENIZATION OF PYRIDINE 

This problem (originally due to Zwaga [15]) was investigated in [3]. 
At first only pyridine is present which initiates areaction process that 
can be described by ODEs with 7 state variables, the concentrations of 
the species: 

Pyridine: 

Piperidine: 

Pentylamine: 

N-Pentylpiperidine: 

Dipentylamine: 

Ammonia: 

Pentane: 

Ä = -PIA +pgB 

iJ = PIA - P2B - P3CB + P7D - pgB + PIoDF 

6 = P2B - P3BC - 2P4CC - P6C + PsE 

+plODF + 2p1l EF 

iJ = P3BC - PsD - P7D - PlODF 

E = P4CC + PsD - PsE - P1lEF 

F = P3BC + P4CC + P6C - PlODF - P1lEF 

G=P6C +P7D +PsE. 

The rate constants PI, P2, .. ' ,P1l of these ODEs are unknown and have 
to be estimated from 77 measurements of the states at the times 0.5, 1, 
... ,5.5. 

We treated this parameter estimation problem with the multiple shoot
ing code PARFIT [3], which has a generalized Gauss-Newton method 
as a core routine for the solution of the structured constrained least 
squares problems. For globalization we implemented the basic strategy 
(TJ = 1), replacing the inverse by the generalized inverse, that is the 
solution operator for the constrained linear least squares problems. 

We performed 8 experiments with widely varying initial guesses for 
the 11 parameters. As initial guesses for the states we chose the mea
surements. The initial guesses for the parameters Pi = a, i = 1, ... ,7, for 
different a were rat her poor guesses, since the true values vary between 
0.201 and 29.4. In all cases the algorithm safely converged. The history 
of stepsizes is shown in Figure 3. The number of iterations, the number 
of damped steps and the achieved accuracy are given in Table 1. 

10. CONCL USIONS 
It is weIl known that Newton's method for nonlinear equations can be 

forced to converge globally in a domain where the Jacobian is nonsingu
lar . However, the price one has to pay is unnecessarily small stepsizes 
in the local convergence domain of the full step method if the problem 
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Figure 3 Stepsize histories for the pyridine problem 

iterations damped steps 

236.04 4.91xlO-4 11 3 
73.27 3.86xlO-5 6 0 

661.18 1.28 x 10-4 6 1 
40.09 5.41x 10-4 7 1 
16.70 7.82x10-5 8 2 
2.24 3.76x10-5 9 2 
2.65 3.68x 10-5 17 11 

66.83 7.64xlO-5 27 22 

Table 1 Convergence behaviour of the Gauss-Newton method with RMT for the 
pyridine problem for different initial guesses 

is mildly ill-conditioned and nonlinear and one chooses classical merit 
functions. 

The paper presents a new strategy which combines previously defined 
"natural level functions" with a restrictive monotonicity test. The new 
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Figure 3 (continued) Stepsize histories for the pyridine problem 

global convergence argument is quite different from the classical descent 
type proof. It is shown that this combination of natural level functions, 
for which descent proofs do not hold, and the restrictive monotonicity 
test overcome the problem of choosing too small steps. The new step
size strategy is viewed as a stepsize control for the continuous Newton 
method which makes use of an invariant of the Newton path. 

Three practical interpretations can be given. The first interpreta
tion is a stepsize control of the continuous Newton method by means 
of an asymptotically correct estimate of the local error. Secondly, we 
interprete the damped Newton method as an attempt to solve a relaxed 
problem with a fuH step Newton method (with Jacobian kept constant), 
and the RMT is a test on sufficient contractivity. Thirdly, the stepsize 
is allowed to go as far as the approximation of the Jacobian is valid. 

The second argument suggests generalizations to other stepsize and 
trust region strategies. Most of them can be interpreted as attempts to 
solve a relaxed version of the original nonlinear problem. In the spirit of 
this paper a stepsize (or trust region) strategy can be based on a control 
whether a sufficient (local) contraction of the method to the solution of 
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the relaxed problem is achieved. It is hoped that this approach proves 
to be equally effective in these other areas. 

Numerical results to two demanding problems from optimal control 
and parameter estimation in ODE are given, which are notorious for their 
strong nonlinearities. They show a very nice and reliable convergence 
behaviour. 
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